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	Do you need to keep up with the latest hacks, attacks, and exploits affecting wireless technology? Then you need Seven Deadliest Wireless Technologies Attacks. This book pinpoints the most dangerous hacks and exploits specific to wireless technologies, laying out the anatomy of these attacks, inluding how to make your system more secure. You will discover the best ways to defend against these vicious hacks with step-by-step instruction and learn techniques to make your computer and network impenetrable.


	Attacks detailed in this book include:

	
		802.11 Wireless-Infrastructure Attacks



		
		802.11 Wireless-Client Attacks



		
		Bluetooth Attacks



		
		RFID Attacks



		
		Analog Wireless Device Attacks



		
		Bad Encryption



		
		Attacks on Cell Phones, PDAs and Other Hybrid Devices
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Inkscape: Guide to a Vector Drawing Program (4th Edition) (SourceForge Community Press)Prentice Hall, 2011

	This book serves as both a textbook and a reference for using Inkscape to produce high-quality drawings. It includes a series of tutorials followed by chapters that cover completely each facet of the Inkscape program. The book is full of tips and notes to enable the user to make the best use of the program.


	Inkscape is an open...
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Expert Shell Scripting (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2009

	I learned the basics of programming when I was in school; I learned how to shell-script by example.

	

	I’ve met and worked with many system administrators and other *NIX folks, each of whom has their own bag of tricks when it comes to managing a system, interacting with their environment, or coding a script. It’s...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-291)Microsoft Press, 2006

	Welcome to MCSA/MCSE Self−Paced Training Kit (Exam 70−291): Implementing, Managing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure, Second Edition. This book prepares you for the 70-291 exam by teaching you how to configure, manage, and troubleshoot various aspects of a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Service...
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Macroeconomics (3rd Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	“Both student-friendly and engaging. Certainly not dull!”—Prof. Dr. Gerard H. Kuper, Universiteit Groningen, the Netherlands
...
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Sun Tzu: Strategies for Marketing - 12 Essential Principles for Winning the War for CustomersMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	Battle-tested strategies for marketing your product or service to victory!


	Millions of business warriors have been inspired by lessons from one of the world's greatest strategists, Sun Tzu. In Sun Tzu Strategies for Winning the Marketing War, the bestselling author and Sun Tzu expert Gerald Michaelson interprets...
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Applications of Fourier Transforms to Generalized FunctionsWIT Press, 2011

	The generalized function is one of the important branches of mathematics

	that has enormous application in practical fields. Especially, its applications

	to the theory of distribution and signal processing are very much noteworthy.

	The method of generating solutions is the Fourier transform, which has

	great applications to the...
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